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Daily cleaning  

Using a vacuum with a beater brush, remove surface dirt. If stone or salt particles are embedded 
between the surface ribs, remove using a blunt instrument (screwdriver or similar device). 

 
Weekly cleaning  

1. Pre-spray the surface of the mat with an all-purpose cleaner/degreaser, paying particular  
    attention to areas of heavy soiling.  
2. Remove chewing gum by using a commercial-grade gum remover.  
3. For abundant salt build up, apply a pre-soak solution of vinegar and water (1:20), applied to the 
    surface prior to manual or machine cleaning. 
4. Perform hot water extraction (preferred) or manual cleaning as described below:  
    a. Hot water extraction: Following pre-spray, clean top surfaces in the direction of the top ribs 
        using a Rotowash (www.rotowash.com) hot water extraction machine or similar. In areas of 
        ingrained dirt on the etched patterns of the ribs, make additional passes until completely 
        cleaned. Use clear water only.  Commercial truck mounted hot water carpet extraction 
        machines provide the best results and quickest drying times.  
    b. Manual cleaning: Clean the top surface using a long, handled nylon bristle deck scrub or 
        similar brush that will not leave fibers on the mat. Scrub in both directions to clean the top of 
        the ribs as well as the etched tread surface. Rinse with clear cold water. Allow to dry prior to 
        use.  

 
Periodic cleaning  

Clean periodically as needed, depending on the traffic density and level of soiling.  
 

1. Carefully lift and remove each section of the Ultra Entry one at a time. Start from the center of 
      the installation and use a blunt instrument (screwdriver or similar tool) to lift the sections of the 
      mat.  Important: do not over stretch the sections of the matting during removal.  
2.   Roll up and tag each section to identify its location and orientation in the mat recess.  
3.   Vacuum the recess thoroughly, ensuring all stones or grit particles are removed from the recess 
      and especially around the frames. The aluminum edging/framing may be cleaned with soap and 
      water and allowed to air dry.  
4.   Replace the matting sections as originally laid, working from the edges to the center of the 
      installation. When installing the sections at the edge of the frame, be sure to slide them under 
      the frame lips. 


